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In the room, Lu He’s anger echoed, screaming at the woman in front of him.

His only son died. As a father, wouldn’t he feel uncomfortable?

At this time, the pain in his heart was by no means weaker than anyone in the room.

However, Lu He is not a person who only asks about blood and affection, not right or wrong.

Otherwise, even with the shadow of the Lu family, he would not have reached the high position he is today.

Therefore, after learning the news of Lu Mingfeng’s death, Lu He decided to investigate clearly before
making a decision.

After all, he knew his son too well.

Over the years, he was spoiled by his mother and grandfather.

At the time of Gritsberg, he was doing evil everywhere, not knowing how many evils he committed.

If it weren’t for their Lu Family’s noble status in Gritsberg, otherwise, this rebellious son would not know
how many times he had been slaughtered.

As Lu He said before, if after investigating the matter, it is found that the fault was also in Lu Mingfeng’s
body, then it can only be said that this rebellious son seeks benevolence and gains benevolence.

He would definitely not overwhelm the Lu Family’s reputation for the sake of a rebellious son.

“Hurry up!” Facing Lu He’s anger, the woman naturally never dared to say anything.

Just lying on the ground, holding his dead son, crying.

Other people in the hall naturally did not dare to say anything.

Who dares to rebel against the majesty of the Lu Family Patriarch?

“Lu He, really turned you back!” “Now that the wings are stiff, don’t you dare to beat your wife?” “It is said
that the rich and the rich do not forget the wife of the chaff, but what about you?” “With some achievements,
it is difficult to achieve Forget all of Terrisa’s contributions to my Lu family over the years?” However, at
this moment, a deep anger came from outside the door.



I saw old man Lu striding in and walking in.

“Dad, why are you here?” “Didn’t I let people help you down to rest?” The old man saw his grandson’s
corpse just now and was so shocked that he almost fainted.

Therefore, out of the father’s health considerations, Lu He asked him to help him down.

Unexpectedly, it was only a while before that Old Man Lu came back by himself.

“Hmph, I won’t come again, my grandson Mingfeng, but it’s in vain!” “Tiger poison still doesn’t eat
children, you are a father, his son died, and he was indifferent, and he fists at his own woman.”

“Why, do you really take my old man no longer?” “I really thought that you could be lawless in this house?”
“The second and third child, just do what your sister-in-law said just now.”

“Give the Noirfork thugs I caught Gritsberg.”

“I have to ask him personally, how dare he be, my grandson of Lu Cangqiong, he dare to cut it?” Old man
Lu said in a deep voice.

“Dad, she’s a woman with long hair and short knowledge. It’s just nonsense. Whatever you do…”

Lu He couldn’t help feeling bitter, looking at the old man, and said bitterly.

“What is self-willed nonsense?” “It’s justified to kill someone to pay for your life.”

“It used to be, and it is now!” “Mingfeng’s body is here. I asked the murderer to be brought to justice. Is it
wrong?” Lu The old man crossed his eyebrows and responded sharply.

Today’s Lu Clan dares to reprimand Lu He in this way, so Lu Cangqiong is the father.
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“Okay, Dad, do you mean murder pays for your life.”

“Then I ask you, 12 years ago, the little daughter of the Lin family who was forced to commit suicide by this
rebellious son, who will pay for her life?” “Eight years ago, death? The mother and son under your
grandson’s car, who should pay for their lives?” “Three years ago, the female student who was abused by
your grandson was still lying in the hospital and became a vegetable. Her justice , Who should pay it back?”
Lu He repeatedly asked, every sentence like a knife, every word like a sword, the old man Lu who asked
directly was flushed and speechless.

“Twelve years ago, I said, let Mingfeng confess his sins, go in for reform, and re-behave.”

“But you don’t listen, you indulge in him, and you are spoiled.”

“How is it now?” He took the blame for himself, and couldn’t blame others!” Lu He said in a deep voice, his
voice echoing in the room.

Under Lu He’s anger, everyone here was silent.



No one spoke, it was Mr. Lu, who knew he was wrong, and rarely refuted Lu He.

“Dad, I have said it all.”

“I have said what I should say.”

“Mingfeng’s death, I am also very heartbroken.”

“This matter, whether it is right or wrong, I will investigate it clearly. That’s it. If there is justice, I will ask
for it. Similarly, justice that shouldn’t be offered, I won’t take it.”

“Before this, I don’t want anyone to intervene in this matter, let alone anyone. , Public revenge.”

“Now is the eventful autumn, the power of Gritsberg is changing. At this time, I don’t want anything out of
my control on the family side.”

“Otherwise, it will be more than just my career. Career, and the future of the entire Lu family!” “Dad, you
should understand what I said?” Lu He slowly said to Mr. Lu.

This time, his tone eased a lot, and he whispered to persuade.

After speaking, Lu He waved his hand and deported everyone, letting everyone go back to rest.

And he ordered someone to condense Lu Mingfeng’s body, and when things were found out, he was buried
in the soil.

As for Father Lu, although he spoils his grandson, he is not a person who ignores the overall situation.

The current period is a critical period in Lu He’s career, but there is no room for carelessness.

In the end, Elder Lu could only follow Lu He’s words and let him investigate clearly.

In fact, it is easy to investigate these things.

After all, many people know what Lu Mingfeng and the others did in Noirfork.

Only the next morning, the documents regarding Lu Mingfeng’s death were delivered.

After reading it, Lu He Leiting was furious and slapped his palm directly on the table.

“This rebellious son, who is in Noirfork, is doing so nonsense?” “Destroying people’s foundations, just
bullying others.”

“You still want to kill your parents and move your wife, and even use heavy weapons in the city to blow
down other people’s homes?” Nizi, Nizi~” “I, Lu He Yingming I, in the end, how did you give birth to such
an inferior child?” In the study, Lu He has red eyes. Seeing Lu Mingfeng’s numerous crimes in Noirfork, he
is the father. It’s almost pointing!

After a long period of anger, Lu He immediately ordered.



“According to my order, Lu Mingfeng should be removed from the Lu family tree. My Lu family does not
have such a beast!” “Also, from now on, no one can mention revenge for this rebellious son.”

“Such a beast, God does not allow it. There is more guilty death!” Phoo~ The gusty wind swept the land,
engulfing He Tao’s rage, but it echoed endlessly.
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